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RISK ALERT #6
Road to Recovery

Developing a risk-based plan for Recovery

Risk Alert #6 provides:
•
•
•
•

Recovery Plan guidance to assist you to develop your plan
Governance and Risk Management advice to support successful implementation
A Planning Framework to build and take steps for recovery and resumption
A suite of risk-based Planning Tools and Support Options

These are times like we have never seen before. The pandemic is continuing to cause disruptions to many,
changing the way organisations do business and identifying challenging risks to manage. On the upside, many
have found new ways of doing things; buoyed by constructive adaption to new circumstances and the creation of
options to do business and deliver services in different ways.
Planning your road to recovery may feel like a paradox; we are all still very alert to managing a crisis and protecting
our organisations and vulnerable people from the consequences of Covid-19. However, developing a recovery
plan and navigating a new future is good governance.
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Good Governance and Risk Management
How an organisation plans for and manages its recovery will define its reputation and performance for
potentially years to come. Many organisations are now keenly looking to next steps.

Three Good Governance steps to consider:
1. Develop a plan endorsed by Board
Directors and Officers have specific responsibilities to
ensure plans have appropriate governance, resources and risk
processes aligned. Engaging your Board with the plan is
Important and helps meet obligations.

Looking for opportunities ahead will actually reduce
overall risk in your organisation. Alternatively, planning a
return to business as usual comes with significant risks given
the enormous changes brought on by the pandemic.

“I’m concerned we have
become Covid-fixated”
– CEO Disability and
Aged Care Service

“I need to get our Board and our
organisation out of the ‘now’ “
– CEO Community Care organisation

Don’t spend forever planning; harness urgency as an
enabler of change, be prepared to be agile and take some risks
and focus on being a more resilient organisation.

2. Get ahead of risks and vulnerabilities
We have all become more vulnerable; being
conscious of the impacts of forces that have emerged
are important for risk managing and planning next
steps. These include:

Significant pre-pandemic risks haven’t gone
into quarantine: Reassess your strategic risks –
it is likely these risks will have changed or have
increased. As a minimum include review of:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Cash flow
Not for Profit revenue hits
Staff health and wellbeing
Consumer demand uncertainty
Property impacts – building / closing /
re-opening
Technology – new options, new experiences and
cyber security
Supply chains
Compliance and expectations of regulators
Social distancing – the new norm

Governance and Compliance Risk
Financial Sustainability Risk
Clinical/Care Governance Risk
Consumer Involvement and Engagement
Risk

“One of the biggest risks for any
organisation is not looking for opportunities
from this enormous disruption”
- Diana Borgmeyer, CEO, Ansvar Risk

Download our Risk Alert #1 for more information on pandemic risk assessments and key risk
sources to consider.
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3. Incremental resumption of business and services is key
The objective is not to return to normal. Plan conscious of your resources and capabilities. Don’t
underestimate the impact on your culture and proceed with caring concern.
Weak data systems and unchecked risk management will set you back and potentially expose you; take
time to understand the maturity of both.
Visit our website for further risk management advice and risk information systems.
Click here to download information about our Risk Consultancy and Workshops.

Recovery Planning Framework
We have created a framework to help your organisation resume and
navigate the times ahead.
There are many ways for an organisation to recover and resume
its strategy and operations from the pandemic. We have created a
Planning Framework to assist you to build your approach, mindful of
the risks and opportunities ahead.
We have backed up the framework with a suite of tools; these will assist
to measure the impact of the pandemic to your business, reassess
your strategy and operating environment, examine readiness and
capabilities to resume and offer templates and tips to take up now or
tailor for your purposes.

Our tools can be used to
assess your business across
priority areas
Our planning tools are designed
for you to revisit and assess
your organisation’s strategy
and objectives and help you
assess the impact, risks and
opportunities going forward.

Planning Framework
Take a risk-based approach to your planning - the following 3 connected and important components
will assist you to establish a short to medium term strategic recovery plan that considers governance,
resources and the processes required to successfully execute it.

3 Areas of Focus

4 Key Enablers

5 Strategic Steps

Establish a “new norm”

Fortify your response
Navigate uncertainty

Incremental resumption

3 Areas of Focus

What’s in play, what’s on hold and what’s new
Revisit your strategic objectives and operations and consider workforce
implications.
Determine for each:
•

What has happened: What has the organisation learned from the
pandemic?
Its impact: What impacts has the pandemic had on the organisation
to operations, workforce and community?
Opportunities and risks: What opportunities and risks have been
identified?

•
•

The Business Impact Review tool and Workforce
Checklist gives you a framework to help assess the
impact the pandemic has had on your organisation for
recovery planning considerations.

4 Key Enablers

Strengthening your response
The review of key enablers and influences is crucial to managing the
objectives you will set in your recovery plan. Great plans are frequently
let down because these 4 areas have not had sufficient oversight or
assessment.

The Key Enabler Checklists will provide you with
thought provokers to help you with your planning and
start your recovery.

ROAD TO RECOVERY
Key Enablers Checklist
- Finance

ROAD TO RECOVERY
Key Enablers Checklist
- Technology

Getting your finance in order

Enabling Digital Technology

This tool will step through assessment criteria and questions to help you kickstart planning your recovery and resumption. Its
designed to enable you to navigate and plan for use of the resources of your organisation.

ROAD TO RECOVERY
Key Enablers Checklist
- Governance & Risk

Do you understanding your organisation’s financial health and is it prepared for resumption?
Yes

Reorganising your Governance and Risk:

Comments Are there ways you can make your business more efficient?
Are there elements of your business that you should
discontinue to preserve cash flow?

Do you need to adjust your strategy for the short-term?

Is there a new way of operating your business & how does
this impact your cash flow?

Have you identified new opportunities that you can introduce
now or post Covid-19?
Will you need to reposition your internal and external brand
now or post Covid-19?
Have you established objectives that are consistent with the
businesses strategic direction?
Have you identified critical success factors, performance
measures and milestones?
Has the board reviewed and approved the organisations
strategy?
Has your board implemented a system for reviewing
organisational performance?
Risks
Has management employed a framework to identify potential
risks that could impact your strategy?
Are there risks identified by the impact of the COVID-19 that
need to be addressed?
Have you put in place processes to review risks during
resumption?

Yes

Have you identified work processes that could be done
digitally?

Governance and Objective Setting

Will you need to adapt your service model to support strategy
during restart?

Can your business make use and adapt its current technology, tools and other digital assets?

Have you identified how technology could provide
opportunities for better ways of working post Covid-19?

short period of time?

Not
Sure

This tool will step through assessment criteria and questions to help you kickstart planning your recovery and resumption. Its
designed to enable you to navigate and plan for use of the resources of your organisation.

Comments

Have you developed interim budgets for the short to medium
term?

Is the organisation prepared for resumption and is the governance and risk management process
Have you considered additional cost-saving measures (e.g.
effective?
payment terms with suppliers)?
No

Not
Sure

Budgets

Do you have adequate cash to cover payments in the next few
This tool will step through assessment criteria and questions to help you kickstart planning your recovery
and resumption. Its
months?
designed to enable you to navigate and plan for use of the resources of your organisation.
Do you have access to cash reserves you can call upon for a

Yes

No

Have undertaken “what if” scenarios in your forecasts to
measure how your organisation could be impacted by a new
and unexpected event?

Have you identified technology opportunities that could be
used to support your restart?
Have you spoken to any outsourced service providers to help
with your technology needs?
Remote Working
Are you considering employee preferences for working
remotely or from the office?
Do you have technology and support systems to supports
remote, flexible or work from home arrangements for staff
and volunteers?
Do you have sufficient infrastructure (e.g. bandwidth, access
licences) to manage remote work?
Security

Funding

Do you have a process to identify information management
and cyber security risks?

Does the business have existing lines of credit and can these
be accessed to fund the short to medium term?

Have you assessed the effectiveness of security controls in
place?

Do you have a bank overdrafts or loan? If so, is still available?

Have you undertaken a risk assessment of your virtual
working arrangements and data security?

Have you spoken to your bank about increasing your
overdraft limits or for a loan repayment holiday?
Have you looked for other funding sources?
Assistance
Do you need to get expert advice and direction to help with
you financial position?
Is there government or sector funding support or grants that
you can access?
Are you eligible to access any economic stimulus packages or
relief programs available?

Have you risk assessed use of personal equipment by staff
and volunteers for work-related purposes?
Have you updated and communicated policies for staff for
the use of home computing devices?
Clients
Can you provide a digital equivalent of your existing support,
service or program?
Are you considering using digital technology to reach a
greater audience and client base?
Have you identified digital opportunities and trends to help
adapt to changing client behaviours?
Have you started planning for opportunities to use digital
technology to adapt your delivery of services or programs to
your client base?

Do you have appropriate processes to identify, manage and
report on incidents, hazards and near misses?
Legal
Has your legal and compliance obligations changed due to
Covid-19?
Has the organisation maintained engagement with key
agencies to ensure that it is on top of any potential changes in
its regulatory environment?

Ansvar Risk Management Services
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Are you on top of any regulatory changes in other states that
may have implications for your business?
Do you need to review or update your insurance?

Ansvar Risk Management Services
Level 5, 1 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, Victoria 3006
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No

Not
Sure

Comments

5 Planning Steps
Build a recovery plan

Consider these 5 strategic steps to finalise and execute your plan:

A lack of a plan
exacerbates disorientation
and uncertainty, giving
rise to risk and limiting
opportunities.

POSITION
What is the organisation now in the eyes of its community and stakeholders?
Determine where you sit in your community and market:
• Who are the competitors?
• Has compliance been monitored and
• Have you lost ground?
achieved?
• Is solvency a risk?
• Is a new value proposition warranted?
• What developments during the pandemic
can you lever from?

PERSPECTIVE
Has the business and operating landscape changed for your organisation?
•
•

How prepared was the organisation for
significant disruption and how well has it
coped?
What aspects of your culture and identity
will change as a result of the pandemic?

•
•
•

Will the future bring the organisation
closer together or drive it apart?
Will you see the organisation differently
when this is all over?
Are you more resilient?

PLAN
What will you do and what must you do?
•

A lack of a plan exacerbates disorientation
and uncertainty, giving rise to risk and
limiting opportunities.

•

Having reviewed the key areas of focus
and assessed key enablers, what actions
can you take; what risks and opportunities
will you pursue and how?

PROJECTS
What elements of the plan require high priority and careful coordination?
•
•

What are the priorities for the
organisation’s resources?
Be clear on the projects that will contribute
to future proofing the organisation.

•
•

Too many initiatives can overwhelm an
already stressful environment.
Use project methodologies to manage
elements that are higher risk and require
close monitoring.

PREPAREDNESS
How prepared are you?
•

Do you know the risks associated with
executing your recovery plan?

•

How resilient are you for the next
disruption?

By using the 5-P analysis and the Road to Recovery tool kit you can identify your short to medium
term priorities (Strategic Priorities) and what actions you need take (Action Plan) to start your
planning (Strategic Plan and Risk Assessment) and trigger your recovery.
These tools intend to be a starting point that should be adapted to each organisation’s specific
context. They may not apply to everyone and are not intended as complete advice.

Risk Alert Series
Risk Alert #2

Risk Alert #1

RISK ALERT

RISK ALERT
Considerations & Information
Pandemic Risk
Good Governance & Risk
Management
As the global risk of a pandemic declaration
arises, it is timely for organisations to prepare
for the governance and risk management
response required for this event.
This is particularly important for organisations
responsible for services to children and
vulnerable people, where disruption and
impacts may be most significantly felt.
In response to this risk, Boards and Senior
Managers should take action now to prepare
their organisations.

Communications Plan
The Covid-19 pandemic emergency presents significant risks to effective communication. Clear, accurate and timely
communication is key to keeping your clients, families, staff and community informed about how your organisation is managing
it. This resource outlines good practices with pandemic communication planning efforts.

Preparation not Panic – Develop a Pandemic
Response Plan

RISK ALERT

Note: The template is not exhaustive. It is a guide only and your organisation’s specific context should always be taken into account.

Communications Plan

Australia’s health and emergency response systems are widely recognised as some of the best in the world. Over the last two
decades, responses to the SARS epidemic and Influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, have provided significant learnings.

A Pandemic Response Plan, based on Risk Management Principles, can be a very effective way for governing an organisation’s
preparation, planning and resilience.

PANDEMIC COMMUNICATIONS TEAM

The following principles may assist to guide the design and governance of your plan:

Background

Design Principles

cont.

SAMPLE PANDEMIC COMMUNICATIONS RESPONSE PLAN

While Federal and State governments oversee major elements of the pandemic planning, organisations play a critical role in
preparing locally; ensuring a response that is tailored, meets requirements and protects the community.

STEP 1

Designate a communications leader

STEP 2

Designate a spokesperson(s)

STEP 3

Identify communication needs
a.
Identify target audiences
b.
Identify communications goals
c.
Determine key messages
d.
Determine targeted messages for each audience
e.
Identify materials needed

STEP 4

Create a communications plan
a.
Determine information distribution channels
b.
Identify media and communications resources
c.
Create an action plan
d.
Prepare first announcement
e.
Plan and design your message(s)
f.
Establish update procedures
g.
Prepare talking points

STEP 5

Monitor the flow of information and public response to evaluate your plan and adjust if necessary

STEP 6

Review communications to determine what was problematic and less effective, and what could be
improved and use the results to update your business continuity plan.

Develop

Tailor
With Coronavirus now spreading through countries far from its originProportionate
in China, it is now considered by experts to be
at a plan fit for purpose for your organisation and your services; that
clearly speaks about how your organisation will be ready and respond.
pandemic potential. A pandemic is “the worldwide spread of a new disease”.
In Australia, the Federal Department of Health’s Chief Medical Officer leads the national response
Ensure staff (including contractors) and your customers are informed about
Inclusive
to a pandemic. Recently the Federal Government released the Health Sector
Emergency Response
your plan and contribute to its design.
Plan for Novel Coronavirus (Click here to read)
Take a structured and comprehensive approach based on Government and
Comprehensive
Under the plan, state and territory governments are responsible for:
other relevant advice.
• The operation of public health responses
Integrate the plan with your Risk Management Framework, Business
Integrated
• Undertaking “contact tracing” — that is, identifying people exposed
to those who are
Continuity Plan, Incident and Emergency Responses and OH&S
infected, and following up with them
• Coordinating the distribution of antiviral drugs
Review the plan regularly and report changes through the organisation
• Bringing in “social distancing” measures (which could include closing
schools and workplaces,
Dynamic
including to Board. Stay on top of new or additional information or
quarantining people, cancelling events and even shutting down public transport)
requirements as they become available.
• Implementing infection control guidelines and healthcare safety and quality standards
The states and territories will establish systems to promote the safety and security of people in aged care, schools, child
care, community or home based services, public gatherings and other settings
responsible
for vulnerable people or where
Operating
Principles
Implement
large volumes of people attend. They are also responsible for supporting any outbreak investigation and management and
organisations and the general public must respond accordingly.
Current and emerging information should be made available to key personnel
Best Information
for decision making and communicated to relevant stakeholders. Ensure
information is relayed consistent with Government advice and requirements.

How does Insurance respond to a Pandemic?

Leader:
Team Meeting Frequency
Formal Communications to Stakeholders Frequency:

PANDEMIC COMMUNICATIONS TEAM
NAME & TITLE

ROLE & RESPONSIBILITY

CONTACT INFORMATION

PANDEMIC SPOKESPERSONS

Consult on the development and implementation of the plan at all levels.
Business Interruption Insurance Coverage
Human Factors
The plan must reflect how people and cultures interact with its functions and
Business interruption insurance policies generally cover losses incurred as a result of closure of an organisation’s
address issues and concerns in a timely way.
business premises by public authorities due to the outbreak of infectious or contagious disease. Typically, business
Assess the effectiveness and capability of the plan regularly to ensure the
interruption insurance policies exclude cover for any diseases that have been declared to be notifiable or ‘quarantinable’
Continual Improvement
approach is at the desired level and understand and act on improvements
diseases under relevant Commonwealth legislation.

NAME & TITLE

WILL SPEAK ABOUT:

CONTACT INFORMATION

As the COVID 19 (Coronavirus) is a listed human disease under section 42 of the Biosecurity Act 2015, the policy
exclusion applies, and as a result, business interruption losses are not”In
covered
by insurance.
response
to this risk, Boards and Senior Managers should take action now to prepare their organisations.”
An integrated Pandemic Response Plan developed within your risk management and governance framework is
essential to the prevention of harm and the avoidance of potential legal liabilities. Your insurance broker will help you
to understand the circumstances for which your liability insurances may respond to potential claims in the event of
harm to those in your care.

Business Resilience:
Planning Checklist

Pandemic
Contact your insurance broker to understand your specific policy
cover.

Ansvar Risk Management Services
Level 5, 1 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, Victoria 3006

Ansvar’s Pandemic Planning Checklist can
assist you to monitor the development of your
Pandemic Response Plan.
Please note that this checklist is not exhaustive.
It is a guide only and your organisation’s specific
context should always be taken into account.
The checklist can be downloaded here.

Ansvar Risk Management Services
Level 5, 1 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, Victoria 3006

Risk Alert #3

Risk Alert #4

RISK ALERT #3
Important Aged Care
Guidance for Brokers

Risk Alert #5

RISK ALERT #4

RISK ALERT #5

Unoccupied Properties

Outbreak Management
A CEO’s Real-time Experience
“All our plans had been based on 40% staff loss…
and we lost 75%!”

Australia’s care services have been truly tested over the last few years. From changes in regulation, a Royal
Commission, new Standards and new Commission, significant workforce challenges, increasing care complexity
and financial strain; to list just some.

Access Restrictions

1. Key actions to take NOW to protect vacant property

Supporting them through these risks and disruptions, and now the enormous weight of a pandemic, remains a
strong focus for Ansvar. Through our connections with Brokers we will continue to offer ongoing advice, provide
consultancy services, work with you on insurance solutions and continue the successful role we have played to
strengthen risk management frameworks and strategies for good governance.

Access to Residential Aged Care Facilities is restricted.

Prior to the Pandemic declaration, Ansvar issued guidance on preparing for such an event; we have had great
feedback on its timeliness, usefulness and practicality. Thank you to those who have circulated it to your clients. We
Exemptions
know many have assessed their current situation and management
against the 8 include:
Risks of Pandemic Management.
We continue to update guidance and will continue to provide risk alerts throughout the coming months related
to the pandemic.
•
Staff / contractors – general access exemptions do not apply to staff or contractors providing services
or health care necessary for the operations of the facility.
We will also continue to raise awareness of the pre-pandemic risks that are still in play and must continue to
•
Visitors - limited to a maximum of two visitors at one time per day and only in the resident’s own room.
have oversight. This is crucial; losing sight of strategic risks throughout an event like this can easily happen and
makes bouncing back to usual operations even more challenging. Our
alert
- Risk –Alert
#4 will
the – some facilities have completely closed visiting access other
• next
Visit
duration
limited
to afocus
short on
duration
3 key HIGH strategic risks that all care organisations’ boards and management
teams
should
be mindful
of and
than for
end of
life support
for residents.
monitoring throughout the pandemic, with tips from experts on effective risk and governance practices.
•
Restriction of children - children aged 16 years or less should be visiting only for end of life support for
a resident.
Important directions and requirements were issued over the last two weeks that must be incorporated in to
every Aged Care Facility’s Pandemic Management Plan. We are seeing information coming from Governments
on pandemic management for Aged Care Providers rapidly evolving and changing. Ansvar can support your clients
with risk management guidance on implementing these measures.

No entry is permitted under any exemption for:

Detect any intrusion at the earliest opportunity so any damage is minimised

•

Maintain good standard of the property

•

Manage lawful entry to the premises

Securing and managing vacant properties has become necessary for many
organisations
andand
businesses
as
Undertake
a health, safety
risk
a consequence of the current pandemic. Property owners must ensure their buildings are safely isolated and
assessment on the basis the
monitored during this time.
property is vacant
When a property is unoccupied for a period of time it may suffer damage due to:
Fire caused by arson or a defective electrical installation

•

Vandalism including malicious damage and graffiti

Have all tanks emptied, and isolate the
water, gas and electricity supplies

Those who have returned from overseas in the last 14 days

•

Burgulary e.g. damage to the building when gaining access, theft of building materials and contents

Those who have been in contact with a confirmed case of COVID-19 in the last 14 days

•

Water damage from progressive and unwitnessed leakages

•

General deterioration caused by adverse weather or as a consequence of lack of maintenance

•

After 1 May this year, those who have not been vaccinated against influenza

Risk Management implications to discuss with clients:

• published
Have Access
Policies
reviewed and aligned with new Directions – are there specific barriers
Aged Care Providers should align their plans with recently
Guidelines
forbeen
Infection
to comply with these that need addressing or support?
Prevention and Management
•

Has the Pandemic Communications Plan been updated – how will the organisation inform
stakeholders of obligations and monitor compliance? How will breaches be managed and
reported?

•

Can Social Access and Medical and Specialist Care Support Access be facilitated using alternative
methods– has the organisation established social network platforms for resident / family contact,
telehealth options for ongoing care assessments, business communication systems to support
ongoing operational functions?

•

Has an Influenza Vaccine Policy and Strategy been established – does this incorporate restrictions
and obligations issued by new Government Directions, and include guidance on practical aspects
such as vaccine access, monitoring staff compliance, contractor responsibilities and checking,
reporting requirements and meeting compliance with Standards - particularly clinical and
personal care, human resources and governance?

•

Is Board / Responsible Body briefed on its obligations to ensure these Directions are fully
implemented, risk assessed its policy and strategy and is monitoring its implementation?

Remove unnecessary items like
furniture, packaging and waste

empty external waste bins
and move them away from
the building

Organisations that have invested in continuously improving and
embedding their risk capabilities will govern with more confidence
through the crisis and be more likely to recover well after it.

•

The very nature of the virus has shown that despite efforts to manage
risk as low as reasonably possible, transmission can silently commence
with little warning and spread rapidly. The risk of a Covid-19 outbreak
remains real for residential and community care providers and the
consequences of such an event can be devastating.

•

Control who has access
in and out and record

For many CEOs and their teams, that fearful moment of receiving
THAT phone call advising of a positive Covid-19 result, forms part
of these very uncertain and complex times care organisations now
operate in.

visitors

Consider employing guards,
or install wireless sensors,
cameras and CCTV

shutters and gates if necessary.
Seal letterboxes, or fit a metal box
inside and empty it weekly.

Check and
maintain
Prevent access by
This advice should be considered in the context of your risk management framework
and
your general audit policies
security fences
and gates.
authorised vehicles using
and procedures. Your insurance Broker can provide important support throughout
this time;
we encourage regular
contact with any changes or concerns.
Protect windows by boarding
padlocked gates, lockable
up if necessary
security posts, or substantial
1
lengths of concrete

If unguarded, check and
inspect the property on a
regular basis, at least weekly,
making sure any issues are dealt
with and the property is kept
secure

INTERVIEW
To view the full interview with
Grant Lodge Aged Care’s CEO,
Belinda Scott on their experience
with Covid-19 click here.

“To the CEOs who have spent the time
watching this, if you need assistance or
support I’m happy to to share our tools
and resources and take your call”
“We’ve taken a risk based approach to
everything that’s arisen”

To download the Risk Alerts, please click here.

Contact

CEO, Belinda Scott (left) and Senior Risk Consultant - National Care
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Practice Leader, Anthony Black (right).

Please contact Ansvar Insurance on 1300 650 540 or insure@ansvar.com.au regarding insurance coverage, claims support and
advice. If you have any specific Risk Management queries please contact Ansvar Risk, see below for details.
Anthony Black
SENIOR RISK CONSULTANT
- ERM & NATIONAL CARE
PRACTICE LEADER
0402 239 149
ablack@ansvarrisk.com.au

As our National Care Sector Leader, Anthony works with
organisations throughout Australia to support governance and
risk management capability; supporting boards, senior managers
and staff to implement effective approaches to support decision
making, improve performance, optimise objectives and prevent
harm.

info@ansvarrisk.com.au
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info@ansvarrisk.com.au

Risk Alert #4

This Risk Alert shares the experience of Belinda Scott CEO of Grant Lodge
Aged Care. Belinda received THAT call and shares her organisation’s
response, providing key messages of advice and support to other CEOs and
senior managers on risk-based planning, prevention and recovery.

“I think the thing that went really well was the
communication with families and the openness”

THIS DOCUMENT PROVIDES GENERAL RISK MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Change locks on doors,

2. Key risk areas for ONGOING assessment and management

•

Risk Alert #3

Remove any skips,

Identifying risks at your premises can help you to reduce loss or damage occurring. Carrying out a risk assessment
of the vacant property on a regular basis will help you identify any hazards and weak spots.

1. Key actions to take to NOW to protect the property

Risk Alert #2

The value of effective risk management frameworks (and clinical governance
frameworks) have been well demonstrated throughout this pandemic:

Key actions to take to

•

Residential Aged Care Facilities must comply with and enforce new Federal, State and Territory
Government Directions.
2. Outbreak Risk Management:

Deter any potential intruders

•

•

IMPORTANT INCLUSIONS FOR AGED CARE PANDEMIC MANAGEMENT
PLANS
•
Those with fever
or symptoms of acute respiratory infection
1. Access Restrictions:

•

protect
vacant
Key actions
to takeproperty
to protect vacant property
Risk managing vacant properties throughout the pandemic

•

PREVIOUS RISK ALERTS

Business as usual in the most unusual and uncertain of circumstances requires
responsive, steady and visionary leadership. Collectively, care organisations
in Australia have led a remarkable response to the pandemic; strongly
safeguarding and protecting lives of vulnerable people in a way incomparable
with other advanced economies around the world. However sustaining this
effort will be challenging and in fact other unintended risks may rise.

Risk Alert #1

Risk management objectives:.

www.ansvarrisk.com.au

www.ansvarrisk.com.au

Disclaimer: Ansvar Risk Management Services Pty. Ltd. (ACN 623 695 054) is located at Level 5, 1
2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, Victoria. This information is general in nature and does not
constitute legal, financial or personal advice. Before using this information, you should consider the appropriateness of it having regard to your own business objectives, needs and individual circumstances. While every care has been taken in preparing this document, Ansvar makes no representations and gives no warranties of whatever nature in respect of the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained therein.

Disclaimer: Ansvar Risk Management Services Pty. Ltd. (ACN 623 695 054) is located at Level 5, 1 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, Victoria. This information is general in nature and does
not constitute legal, financial or personal advice. Before using this information, you should consider the appropriateness of it having regard to your own business objectives, needs and individual circumstances. While every care has been taken in preparing this document, Ansvar makes no representations and gives no warranties of whatever nature in respect of the accuracy
or completeness of the information contained therein.

Contact us

If you have any specific Risk Management queries please contact Ansvar Risk, see below for details. Please contact Ansvar
Insurance on 1300 650 540 or insure@ansvar.com.au regarding insurance coverage, claims support and advice.
Anthony Black
SENIOR RISK CONSULTANT
- ERM & NATIONAL CARE
PRACTICE LEADER
0402 239 149
ablack@ansvarrisk.com.au

As our National Care Sector Leader, Anthony works with
organisations throughout Australia to support governance and
risk management capability; supporting boards, senior managers
and staff to implement effective approaches to support decision
making, improve performance, optimise objectives and prevent
harm.

info@ansvarrisk.com.au

www.ansvarrisk.com.au

Disclaimer: Ansvar Risk Management Services Pty. Ltd. (ACN 623 695 054) is located at Level 5, 1 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank, Victoria. This information is general in nature and does not
constitute legal, financial or personal advice. Before using this information, you should consider the appropriateness of it having regard to your own business objectives, needs and individual circumstances. While every care has been taken in preparing this document, Ansvar makes no representations and gives no warranties of whatever nature in respect of the accuracy or
completeness of the information contained therein.

